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Among the many commentaries on February 17’s BC budget is

one that questions the soundness of its numbers, rather than

the allocation of money. Will McMartin at the on-line

publication The Tyee writes: ‘Strangely, Hansen’s budget

predicts that most of the government’s revenue streams will

record a significant improvement over the next 12 months….

Overall, Hansen claims that the provincial treasury will receive

an additional $357 million next year compared to the revised

forecast for the current year…. Like the revenue side of the

provincial ledger, the expenditure side, too, has impossible-to-

believe numbers.’

Minister Hansen has estimated the budgetary deficit at

$495 million. McMartin, after going through the estimates in

detail, estimates it at $1 to $1.5 billion. McMartin comments

that ‘the only rational explanation for this fantastical result is

that, contrary to all available and empirical evidence, Gordon

Campbell, Colin Hansen and the BC Liberals believe that the

worst of the current global economic downturn is behind us!

We’re through the rough patch, and things only can improve

from here on out. Or, at least until the May 12 provincial

general election is over.’

Accounting Methods
In addition to questions about the accuracy of the BC provincial

government budget estimates, questions about the accounting

rules that were used are also been raised.

Finance Minister Colin Hansen had assured the public that

the budget contained provisions for the unrevealed provincial

share of the expected, inevitable increase in the security budget

for the Olympics. This figure has now turned out to be $165

million. 

Was this included in the operating budget for the

appropriate period? No. Instead, it is to be financed by the

federal government, and the province would pay it back by

assuming $165 million of the federal share of future capital

projects (just which ones remain unidentified). 

In one brilliant piece of accounting sleight-of-hand, $165

million is not only omitted from the province’s operating

budget, but is also transferred to future capital budgets. Future

capital budgets, of course, are financed by borrowing, thus

propelling this Olympic expenditure into the indefinite future. 

This would seem to give the lie to Hansen’s oft-repeated

insistence that the government’s accounting follows ‘Generally

Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP).’ One must wonder

what other fascinating variations on GAAP are contained in the

BC 2009 budget. 0

Will McMartin’s complete article may be found at

thetyee.ca/Views/209/02/18/ToxicFudge/.
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